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Thoroughly Modern

Shaw Industries, Inc.
PO Drawer 2128, Mail Drop 02601

Dalton, GA 30722-2128
1-800-441-7429

Style  5M215    6 mil 
 5M206 12 mil 
Size   6" x 36"
Thickness   2mm 
Finish  OptiClean Urethane
Installation Adhesive (full spread)

Specifications
Unlike anything done before! Here, at excellent price points, are designs and colors 
intentionally suited for urban spaces and multi-family housing—anywhere people enjoy 
forward-thinking decor. Thoroughly Modern steps into new visuals that are not entirely wood 
designs. That’s because there’s a great need in many markets—especially urban—for 
products without busy graining or strong character. So this collection features clean, simple-
grained woods like white oak and maple—alongside striations that are wood like but don’t 
represent a species. Thoroughly Modern’s design intentionally avoids regional characteristics 
and works well for both west coast and east coast looks. 

Available in 14 skus, Thoroughly Modern offers lots of colors, lower gloss level, and 
some very progressive designs—enough to please all tastes, whether traditional or 
contemporary.

Adhesives: Shaw 200 TPS Adhesive (1 gal. — style #052VS & 4 gal. — style #026VS)

 Shaw 4100 Adhesive (4 gal — style #312VS)
 Shaw S150 Spray Adhesive (1—22 oz. can Style #069VS)

Features

Colors

241 Global115 
Debutante

271 World 
Traveler

247 
Technology

759 Freeway545 Pent 
House

529 
Interstate

768 Suburban 777 
Enterprise

266 Airport126 Social 
Media

624 
Commute

225 Culture

633 High 
Rise

5M215    6 mil

5M206  12 mil

This Shaw product can 
be installed above, on and 
below ground levelInstallation Grade

This Shaw Luxury vinyl is 
warranted not to stain or 
wear through, will not fade 
as a result of direct sunlight 
or artificial light and will resist 
water damage under normal 
use conditions for 15 years.

This Shaw Luxury vinyl is 
warranted not to stain or 
wear through, will not fade 
as a result of direct sunlight 
or artificial light and will resist 
water damage under normal 
use conditions for 25 years.

5 year light commercial warranty.

7 year light commercial warranty.

Easy to clean surface that 
offers additional stain resistance.
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